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NAME:

BLOCK:

- CENTRAL HISTORICAL QUESTION WHAT CAUSED THE ENGLISH ENLIGHTENMENT?
PICTURED BELOW: 768 oil-on-canvas painting by Joseph Wright of Derby, one of a number of candlelit scenes that Wright painted during the 1760s. The painting departed from
convention of the time by depicting a scientific subject in the reverential manner formerly reserved for scenes of historical or religious significance

LESSON OBJECTIVE(S)
1.) DEFINE the Enlightenment
2.) EXPLAIN the development of the English Enlightenment
PART I: WARM UP & DE-BRIEF
DIRECTIONS: Make note of the questions posed during the mini-discussion of this section. Use the space below.
RENAISSANCE
REFORMATION
SCI. REVOLUTION
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT:
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENGLISH ENLIGHTENMENT
1603: England’s Queen, Elizabeth I dies after a long period of conflict with England’s
legislative body, Parliament. King of Scotland, James I, inherits Elizabeth’s throne and
becomes King of England. James I continues conflict with Parliament.
1620: English scientist, Francis Bacon publishes Novum Organum, setting in motion
the scientific method, a method of inquiry based on observation, hypothesizing,
experimentation and review of hypothesis. French scientist, Renee Descartes, furthers
advocacy for the scientific method in his essay, Discourse on the Method.
1625: England’s King James I dies after long period of conflict with England’s
legislative body, Parliament. Charles I inherits James’ throne, continuing conflict with
Parliament and digging England further into debt.
1628: King Charles I looks to Parliament to fund war against Spain & France.
Parliament refuses unless he agrees to various limitations of power cited in Petition of
Right. Charles signs petition, receives funding for war, later ignores Petition of Right.
1637: After trying to force the Scottish to accept the English practice of Christianity,
King Charles I looks to Parliament to fund a war against the threatening Scottish,
allowing Parliament the chance to demand greater limitations of the King’s power.
1641: Parliament passes laws that severely limit King Charles I’s power.
1642: Enraged by Parliament’s attempt to limit power of King, Charles I tries to
arrest Parliament’s leaders, enciting outrage amongst Londoners, who protest outside
the King’s palace, causing him to flee to northern England to build up an army aginst
the enraged English people. Those who remain loyal to King Charles I become
known as the Royalists, those in protest of Charles I become known as the
Roundheads. Division between two groups leads to the 8 year struggle for
Parliamentary power known as the English Civil War.
1649: English Civil War ends after the public trial and execution of King Charles I.
Puritan military general, Oliver Cromwell, abolishes the monarchy, (i.e practice of
having a ruling King), but rules as military dictator, removing power of Parliament, and
severely oppressing Catholics of England & Ireland until his death in 1658.
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1651: English philosopher and political thinker Thomas Hobbes publishes
Leviathan, reasoning that man requires a fierce, absolute King, not because of any
divine right ordered by God, but because of man’s brutish and villainous natural way
of being.
1660 - 1685: Parliament retains power and elects King Charles I’s son, Charles II,
restoring the monarchy. Parliament passes laws under King Charles II that extend
greater freedoms and political rights of England’s populous and limit power of the
King.
1685: Charles II has no children and dies. Allowing his brother, James II, to inherit
the throne, becoming the first Catholic King of England. King James II quickly
offended Parliament by violating laws in place to limit the King’s power by electing
Catholics to positions of high power.
1687: English scientist Isaac Newton publishes Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philo, affirming laws of nature.
1688: King James II’s daughter, Mary, a Protestant and her husband William, are
called upon by Parliament to overthrow King James II to avoid further abuses of
power. William & Mary organize an army and King James II flees to France in what
becomes known as the Glorious Revolution.
1689: William & Mary vow to respect the laws created by Parliament and abolish the
practice of absolutism and put in place the practice of constitutionalism, and setting
in place the English Bill of Rights, a document clearly limiting the power of the
King and protecting the power of Parliament.
1690: English philosopher and political thinker, John Locke and his essay Two
Treatises on Government is used to justify the Glorious Revolution. Locke uses reason
in his essay to claim that the role of government is to protect the natural rights (life,
liberty and property) and that its citizens have the right overthrow the government
when their natural rights have been abused by the government. Locke’s key idea that
the government receives its power to govern from the consent of the governed sets in
motion Enlightenment thinking throughout the world.

RECORD DEFINITION BELOW:!

THE
ENLIGHTENMENT!

DIRECTIONS: Write down words that describe the images you see in the outer circle.!

WHAT IS THE ENLIGHTENMENT?!
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HOMEWORK
DIRECTIONS: Using pages 551 to 555 in your textbook, complete the questions /
graphic organizer below.

1.) What is a social contract? What is an example of
social contract in your life?

2.) Why do you think Thomas Hobbes is sometimes
considered to be a part of the Enlightenment? Do
you think he should be considered an English
Enlightenment thinker/philosopher? Why?
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3.) Complete the graphic organizer below.
ENLIGHTENMENT
PHILOSOPHER &
FAMOUS PIECE OF
WRITING:

THOMAS HOBBES
Famous piece of
writing:
JOHN LOCKE
Famous piece of
writing:
VOLTAIRE
Famous piece of
writing:
MONTEQUIEU
Famous piece of
writing:
JEAN-JACQUES
ROUSSEAU
Famous piece of
writing:
MARY
WOLLSTONECRAFT
Famous piece of
writing:

PRIMARY PHILOSOPHICAL
ARGUMENT:

What influenced this
philosopher’s point of view?

FOR or
AGAINST
Absolute
Rule?

